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This paper, for any constant K, provides an exact formula for the average
density of the distribution of the complex roots of equation h q h z q h z20 1 2
ny 1  4ny 1  4ny 1q ??? qh z s K where h s a q ib and a and b are sequencesny 1 j j j j js0 j js0
of independent identically and normally distributed random variables and K is a
complex number with K as its real and imaginary parts. The case of real roots of
the above equation with real coefficients and K, z g R is well known. Further
we obtain the limiting behaviour of this distribution function as n tends to infinity.
Q 1997 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
 4ny1  4ny1Let a and b be sequences of random variables defined on aj js0 j js0
 .probability space V, A, Pr , each normally distributed with means zero
w xand variances one. Many years ago Dunnage 3 studied the number of real
roots of the random algebraic polynomial
ny1
jP x ' P x s h x , 1.1 .  .  .n j
js0
 .where h s a q ib and x g R. However, after giving some crude esti-j j j
mates the problem was abandoned. Since then, until very recently, most
attention was given to the case where the coefficients of P are real.
w xBharucha]Reid and Sambandham 2 contains a comprehensive back-
w xground, Edelman and Kostlan 4 give an interesting geometric study, and
w xWilkins 8 a vigorous analysis of the subject. It is known, see, for example,
w x  .Farahmand 5 , that the number of real zeros of P x , x g R, denoted byn
N n, for large n and real coefficients is asymptotically the same as its0
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number of K-level crossings, N n, as long as K is bounded. For K ª `K’ .such that K s o n it is shown that this expected number is reduced in
 .the interval y1, 1 and remains the same as the number of real zeros
w x n .outside this interval. Shepp and Vanderbei 7 , for n F as the number of0
 .complex zeros in F of P z , z g C, with real coefficients obtained then
value for the density function hn where0
En n F s hn r , u dr du s hn z dz. .  .  .H H0 0 0
F F
Their method based on an argument principal is also applicable to the case
w xof complex coefficients. However, recently, Ibragimov and Zeitouni 6
studied complex zeros of a random algebraic polynomial with a wide class
of distribution of coefficients.
Here we study the intensity function corresponding to n n , where K isK
 .not necessarily zero and the polynomial P z , z g C, possesses complex
w xcoefficients. We use a different method than that used in 7 , which is
w x w x n .based on a result of Adler 1 and first suggested in 6 . We assume n FK
 .is the number of complex roots in F of P z s K where K is a vector of
equal elements K and we define hn asK
En n F s hn r , u dr du s hn z dz. 1.2 .  .  .  .H HK K K
F F
Here, and in the following z s reiu. Further, we adopt the same assump-
tions for the coefficients h as Dunnage, that is, h s a q ib , j s 0, 1,j j j j
 4ny1  4ny12, . . . , n y 1, where a and b are defined as above. We denotej js0 j js0
ny1
2 jk< < < <B ' B z s j z , z g C, k s 0, 1, 2, 1.3 .  .k , n k , n
js0
and we prove the following theorem:
n  .THEOREM 1. For h gi¨ en in 1.2 and any constant K we ha¨eK
n yK 2 r B0 , n 2 2 < < 2h z s e B y B rB 1 y K rB p z B . .  4 .  .K 2, n 1, n 0, n 0, n 0, n
2. LEVEL CROSSINGS
 .Let X and X be real and imaginary parts of P z , respectively, and1 2
T  .X s X , X . Also denote =X as the 2 = 2 matrix of the first order1 2
partial derivative of X with respect to r and u . Simple algebra, therefore
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leads to
­ X r­ r ­ X r­ r1 2< <=X s
­ X r­u ­ X r­u1 2
ny1 ny1
jqky1s jkr a a q b b cos j y k u . .  j k j k
js0 js0
ny1 ny1
jqkq1q 2 jkr a b sin j y k u . 2.1 .  .  j k
js0 js0
w x w x KThen from Adler 1, p. 95 , see also 6 , the density function h is given byn
K < < < Th s E =X X s K p K , 2.2 .  .  .n
 .  .where p x , x ' p x , x denotes the two dimensional joint densityr , u 1 2 1 2
function of random vector X. In order to obtain the conditional expecta-
tion and the conditional covariance of a and b we define
P s P Py1 PXa,ab .X ab XX
where
T
P s E a y E a b y E b . .  . .  .ab
Then it is easy to see from multivariant analysis that
P Paa .X ab.Xacov X s K s . 2.3 . /  /b P pba .X bb.X
Then for all 0 F j, k F n y 1 algebra gives
P Py1 P s P Py1 P .  .jk jkaX XX Xa bX XX Xb
ny1
jqk 2 js r cos j y k u r , 2.4 .  .
is0
and since P s P s Iaa bb
ny1
jqk 2 jP s r sin j y k u r , 2.5 .  .  .jkab.X
js0
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 .  .from 2.4 and 2.5 therefore we have the conditional covariance of a and
b. The conditional expectation of a and b is also easily derived as
< y1E a X s K s P P K . .  .j jaX XX
ny1
j 2 js Kr sin ju q cos ju r 2.6 .  .
js0
and
< y1E b X s K s P P K . .  .j jbX XX
ny1
j 2 js Kr cos ju y sin ju r . 2.7 .  .
js0
 .  .  .Hence from 2.1 and 2.3 ] 2.7 we can obtain the conditional expectation
of =X as
<E =X X s K .
2¡ ¦ny1 ny1 ny1
2 2 jy1 2 j 2 j 2 2 j 2 j~ ¥s j r 2 y 2 r r q K r r  ¢ § /js0 js0 js0
ny1 ny1
jqky1q jkr cos j y k u . 
js1 ks1
j/k
2¡ ¦ny1 ny1
jqk 2 j 2 jqk 2 j~ ¥= y2 r cos jyk u r q2 K r cos jyk u r .  . ¢ § /js0 js0
ny1 ny1 ny1 ny1
2 2 jy1 2 jqk .y1 2 js 2 j r y 2 jkr r   
js0 js1 ks1 js0
2ny1 ny1 ny1
2 2 jqk .y1 2 jq 2 K jkr 1qsin jyk u cos jqk u r . 4 .  .   /js1 ks1 js0
2.8 .
Now since density function p at point KT is given asr , u
ny1
2 ny1 2 jT yK r  r . 2 jjs 0p K s e 2p r , . r , u
js0
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 . and since the last term appearing in 2.8 i.e., the term involved with
 .  . .  .  .sin j y k u cos j q k u vanishes, from 2.2 and 2.8 in the complex
coordinate we obtain
eyK
2 r ny 1js0 < z < 2 j
nh z s .K 2 2 jny1< < < <p z  zjs0
2 22 j 2 j¡ ¦ny1 2 ny1ny1 < < < < j z K  j z /  /js0 js12 j2~ ¥< <= j z y q , 2 j 2ny1 2 j< < ny1¢ § zjs1 < <js0  z /js0
which is Theorem 1.
3. ASYMPTOTIC ANALYSIS
While the value of hn in Theorem 1 is expressed in a fairly simple term,K
in that one can see its form of dependence on K, it is of special interest to
study its asymptotic value for n large. These limits are best expressed in
terms of
1
< <B ' B z s . 3.1 .  .2< <1 y z
From the definition of B 's it is easy to seek , n
< < 2 nB s B 1 y z 3.2 . .0, n
< < 2 2 < < 2 n < < 2 nq2 2B s z B y n z B q z B 3.3 . .1, n
and
< < 2 < < 2 3B s z 1 q z B .2, n
2 < < 2 n < < 2 nq2 2 < < 2 nq2 < < 2 3y n z B q 2n z B q z 1 q z B . 3.4 . 4 .
 .  . < <Therefore from Theorem 1 and 3.1 ] 3.4 , for z - 1 we have
n yK 2 r B 2 < < 2 < < 2 2lim h z s e B 1 q z y z 1 y K rB p 3.5 .  . 4 .K
nª`
< <and for z ) 1
n K 2 r < z < 2 n B 2 < <y2 < < 2 2lim h z s e n z q 2n B q 1 q z B .   .K
nª`
2 2 ny1 2< < < <y nz q z B 1 q K rB z p. 3.6 . .  . 5
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w xWe know, see, for example, Farahmand 5 , that for n ª ` most real
K-level crossings occur around q1. In order to study the behaviour ofy
complex roots around 1 therefore, as well as to show that in the neighbour-
n  .  .hood of 1 the limit of h given in both 3.5 and 3.6 are asymptoticallyK
< <identical, we let z s 1 y xrn, where x is fixed. The following theorem
gives the limit of the intensity function as n ª `.
< <THEOREM 2. Under the assumptions of Theorem 1 and for the abo¨e z
lim ny2 hn r , u .K
nª`
s lim ey2 K 2 x r n1yey2 x . 1 y 2 x 2ey2 x y 2 xey2 x y ey2 x r2  . 5
nª`
y 1 y 2 xey2 x y ey2 x r 1 y ey2 x 1 y 2 K 2 xrn 1 y ey2 x .  .  . 4
rp x 2 1 y ey2 x . .
If one assumes K is an increasing function of n then the behaviour of
’ .the above limit is interesting. For K s o n the exponential term van-
ishes. This assumption for K is consistent with results for the expected
w xnumber of real zeros obtained in Farahmand 5 .
Proof of Theorem 2. It is easy to show that
x
y1 y1 y2 y y2 xlim n B 1 y xrn s x e dy s 1 y e r2 x , .  .H0, n
nª` 0
x
y3 y3 2 y2 ylim n B 1 y xrn s x y e dy . H2, n
nª` 0
s 1 y ey2 x y 2 xey2 x y 2 x 2ey2 x r4 x 3 .
whereas
x
y4 2 y4 y2 ylim n B 1 y xrn s x ye dy . H1, n
nª` 0
s 1 y ey2 x y 2 xey2 x r4 x 4 . .
From these limits and Theorem 1 we have the proof of Theorem 2.
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